
Adventure Concept Outline:
This constitutes a basic adventure concept for Thievery in the Night.  An overview of what I’m
considering for the plot.  XP will be handed out for solving puzzles and finding clues, as well as
combat.

Adventure Events:
● PC starts off in a tavern.
● PC gets called by the sheriff to meet at a particular home in a noble area.

○ PC is to investigate a burglary
○ Thief stole a valuable amulet.
○ Nobleman is friends with the sheriff, hence he pulled strings to have someone…  off the

books… look into this matter for him.
○ Payday:

○ Crimes pardoned
○ Nice purse of gold

● Look for clues
○ Special herb or broken vial dropped during the escape (small amount of glowing blue

liquid residue)
○ Info on the nobleman:

○ Symbols/Books/Carvings/Statues may point toward being a magic user  (DC 12
check)

● PC takes clues to the local magic shop for ID
○ Learns about the herb/vial (50XP)
○ Learns about the symbols/books/carvings/statues (50XP)
○ Learns who bought the item (the thief) and where to find him (25XP)

● PCs learn of a second break-in where the thief was almost cornered in the basement.
○ If they attempt to investigate the basement area, von Guldheim will be reluctant to allow

them down there.  He’ll try to convince them there’s nothing down there but servants’
quarters and the kitchen.

○ If they insist, he’ll allow it, but only with guards present to escort them.  (25XP)
○ Run-in with rats in the storeroom.  (50XP)

● Venture to the tavern to meet the thief
○ Investigate

● Thief runs, chase ensues (100XP, if caught / 50XP if not)
○ Through alleyways, doors, maybe another tavern/restaurant kitchen?

○ Use the complications table during the chase for BOTH parties.  NPC rolls with
disadvantage?

○ Requires gaining at least 3 times to catch the thief.
○ If PC falls too far behind,  do stealth checks with disadvantage.
○ If the thief is lost, have him hiding somewhere, like in a barrel, through a grate, or

behind an unlocked door.
○ If chase goes too long (say, more than 6 rounds?), he runs through a doorway and

gets swatted back out to the ground by a maid and her broom.
○ If thief gets away, the PC can head to the sheriff to round him up.  But this could

expose him to the nobleman.
○ Thief is caught or lost

○ If lost, drops his guild pin
○ If PC heads to the guild, perhaps persuade the guild to give him up?
○ Sneak in and spy on him talking with the guild master, explaining about the

amulet and tome
○ If caught, confront or run.

○ If caught, interrogate him.
○ Tells info about the amulet and the magic tome

○ He doesn’t know it has the potion in it.  Go back to the magic shop



○ He doesn’t know it has the potion in it.  Go back to the magic shop

to figure out the purpose of the amulet.  (50XP)
○ Was looking for the location of the tome
○ Persuade him to join you in looking for the tome. (50XP)

● Head back to the nobleman’s house
○ PC may convince him to let them search again, particularly in the basement.  He may not

allow this.
○ PC should be encouraged to sneak in to search the basement.

○ May alarm the sleeping servants, if too loud.
○ If they wake the nobleman, there may be a fight.  He confronts them.

○ If PCs explain why they are there, he’ll prevent their escape and force
combat.

● Possibly find the hidden doorway leading to the chamber with a pool of water beneath it.
(100XP)

○ If found, PCs may swim down and investigate the tome inside a magic air bubble.
○ If caught by the nobleman, combat ensues.

● Resolution:
○ If PCs find the tome and escape, they can notify the sheriff.  (200XP)
○ If PCs force combat, they can kill or incapacitate the nobleman.  (boost to next level at

900XP)
○ Kill = uneasy fulfillment of duties.   Sheriff is still suspicious of the PC. 
○ Incapacitate = Sheriff is grateful, pardons the PC, and asks if they’ll be able to

help in the future.


